Notice of Completion
Pinkerton Generating Station Project
344 Bruce Road 15, Brockton, Ontario

April 12, 2016

Joyrun Farms Inc (“Joyrun”), wholly owned by John and Irma DeVries is proposing to expand its existing
0.100 megawatt Pinkerton Generating Station to 0.245 megawatts by installing an additional turbine
beside the existing turbine located on the Teeswater River. The project is subject to the Class
Environmental Assessment for Waterpower Projects (“Class EA”) and is categorized as a project
associated with existing infrastructure pursuant to the Class EA.
An Environmental Report (“ER”) has been
prepared as required under the Class EA. The
proposed project has been reviewed in a process
consistent with the Class EA, the results of which
are described in the Pinkerton Generating Station
ER. The conclusions of the ER indicate the project
will result in net positive effects after mitigation
measures are applied. The ER will be
electronically transferred to you today for review
and comment. Joyrun must receive all comments
in writing regarding the project and/or the ER no
later than May 12, 2016.
All comments and correspondence should be sent to mikebouk@greenbugenergy.com acting on
behalf of Joyrun or to Joyrun Farms Inc, R.R. # 4, Harriston, Ontario M7A 2T5.
Per the process outlined in the Class EA, interested parties must first attempt to resolve any
outstanding issues with the proponent during the 30-day review period. In the event that issues
cannot be resolved during the review period, the concerned party may make a written request, to the
Minister of the Environment and Climate Change at the address noted below for a Part II Order under
the Environmental Assessment Act. A copy of the Part II Order request must also be sent to Joyrun at
the address note above.
Minister of the Environment and Climate Change
11th Floor, Ferguson Block
77 Wellesley Street West
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2T5
Requests for Part II Orders must be made in accordance with the provisions set out in the Class EA and
must be received by the Minister of the Environment and Climate Change no later than May 12, 2016.
A copy of the Class EA for Waterpower Projects is posted on the Ontario Waterpower Association
website at www.owa.ca.
Under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the Environmental Assessment
Act, unless otherwise stated in the submission, any personal information such as name, address,
telephone number and property location included in a submission will become part of the public
record files for this matter and will be released, if requested, to any person.

